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Introduction

In July 2013 I was contacted by one of the editors of Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-
Latin World (2014),1 who asked me to write a short article on the topic of Neo-Latin 
literature in the Balkans region. Honoured by the proposal, I accepted immediately. It 
seemed that they had decided to include this geographical area at the last moment since 
the Encyclopaedia was almost finished at that point and I was asked to write the article 
quickly. I told them that it would be mostly on Croatian Neo-Latin literature, since I 
had neither the resources nor time to research the neighbouring countries. They agreed.

At that moment, I did not think much about the repertoire of the authors the en-
try should include. It was all clear  : the majority of the authors written on would be of 
Dalmatian origin, and also some Northern Croatian authors would deserve a few lines. 
I only mentioned two non-Croatian humanists (Petrus Paulus Vergerius the Elder and 
the Younger) born in Koper, Slovenia. I never thought of the injustice I did to the other 
Slovenian Neo-Latin authors (who are quite a few), as well as to the writers from Vo-
jvodina, Bosnia or Montenegro, or anywhere else in the Balkans.

The Concept of Croatian Neo-Latin Literature

The editorial concept of Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World, as far as the parts 
on the history and geographical diffusion of that common European (and global) phe-
nomenon are concerned, was to combine the zonal approach with the national one.2 
The encyclopaedia combines entries on national Neo-Latin corpora, such as ‘Neo-Latin 

1 Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World, 2 vols., ed. P. Ford et al. (Leiden 2014).
2 By the term ‘national approach’ I mean the (anachronistic) identification of the boundaries and the rep-

ertoire of historical literatures with the borders of modern European states. Whereas ‘area’ is a neutral 
term, I use ‘region’ for historical regions (such as Tyrol), and ‘zone’ for geographical areas which are not 
necessarily politically coherent or which do not share a sense of unity (e.g. Dalmatia, or Central Europe).
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Literature–Slovakia’ or ‘Neo-Latin Literature–France’, with contributions on broader, 
linguistically coherent areas, such as ‘Neo-Latin Literature–German Regions’.

A decision to concentrate in the entry ‘Neo-Latin Literature–Balkans’ on the most 
representative national Neo-Latin literature in the area, that from Croatia, seemed 
acceptable both to the editors and to myself  : Croatian Neo-Latin literature, or, as it 
is more commonly called in Croatia, Croatian Latinism, is a well-established concept 
from the late 1960s onward. By Croatian Latinism we usually mean literature, in the 
broadest sense, written in Latin since the Middle Ages by Croatian authors, living in the 
territory of historical Croatian lands or abroad, as well as writings authored by non-Cro-
atians who lived in the territory of Croatia and took an active part in the community 
they chose to live in.

That kind of all-comprising national, ethnic and geographical concept seems to be 
influenced by a pronounced urge, typical for Croatian intellectual life in the last decades, 
to distinguish between what belongs to ‘us’ and what does not. A concept which tends 
to include rather than exclude has been backed up by the academic study of Croatian 
Neo-Latin literature.

The research of Croatian Neo-Latin authors started in the second half of the nine-
teenth century and continued, with more or less intensity, through the first half of the 
twentieth century. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the activities concerning the study 
of the national Latin literature intensified with the edition of the first extensive anthol-
ogy of Croatian Neo-Latin literature, the famous two-volume bilingual edition Hrvat-
ski latinisti.3 In the mid–90s the discipline gained in importance within the academic 
community with the state-financed projects awarded exclusively to the field, as was Ne-
olatina Croatica (led by Darko Novaković), the first and so far the biggest Neo-Latin 
project in the country.4 By the same time, the City of Split and Split Literary Circle 
founded the Marulianum, Centre for Studies on Marko Marulić and his Humanist Cir-
cle, which has played host to important conferences, in large part on the topic of Neo-
Latin literature, since the early 1990s. Although it is not an academic institution sensu 
stricto, the Marulianum and its researchers have always been closely connected with the 
academic institutions in Croatia and abroad. At the beginning of the millennium new 
projects on Croatian Neo-Latin literature followed and produced many valuable edi-
tions, translations and studies on the subject and, last but not least, numerous digital 
editions. A large part of the academic curriculum is dedicated to the study of the field 
in the Classics departments of Croatian universities, and there is even one major pro-

3 V. Gortan and V. Vratović, eds., Hrvatski latinisti-Croatici auctores qui Latine scripserunt [Croatian lati-
nists-Croatici auctores qui Latine scripserunt], 2 vols. (Zagreb 1969–70).

4 The project was carried out at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University of Zagreb.
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gramme of Croatian Latinity at the Centre for Croatian Studies, University of Zagreb. 
The study of Neo-Latin literature has become the central and often the only field Croa-
tian classicists dedicate themselves to, much to the detriment of the classical studies. But 
that is a whole other story.

A ‘complete’, in-depth and ‘official’ history of Croatian Neo-Latin literature does 
not exist yet, but there are several historical and generic surveys of that literature which 
give a clear picture of how Croatian scholarship sees the national Latin writing from 
Renaissance Humanism to the nineteenth century.5 The national corpus of Neo-Latin 
writers was several times defined and fixed in the dictionaries and encyclopaedias, some 
of them specialized, like Leksikon hrvatskih pisaca (2000).6 Apart from a short entry 
on the subject in Brill’s recent reference work, several surveys of Croatian Humanism 
and Neo-Latin literature have been written in English, mostly, but not exclusively, by 
Croatian authors.7 The subject was also discussed in the 1970s by Jozef IJsewijn in 
his Companion to Neo-Latin Studies together with other Southern Slavic Neo-Latin 
literatures.8

5 K. Krstić, ‘Humanizam kod Južnih Slavena’ [Humanism among Southern Slavs], in Enciklopedija Jugo-
slavije [Encyclopaedia of Yugoslavia], 8 vols. (Zagreb 1955–71), 4:287–303; K. Krstić, ‘Latinitet kod 
Južnih Slavena’ [Latinity among Southern Slavs], ibid., 5:478–494; Gortan and Vratović, eds., Hrvat-
ski latinisti, 1:7–43; R. Mardešić, ‘Novovjekovna latinska književnost’ [Early Modern Latin literature], 
in Povijest svjetske književnosti [The history of world literature], vol. 2, ed. V. Vratović (Zagreb 1977), 
405–480; D. Novaković, ‘Hrvatska novolatinska književnost od 15. do 17. stoljeća’ [Croatian Neo-Latin 
literature from the 15th to the 17th century], in Introduzione allo studio della lingua, letteratura e cultura 
croata, ed. F. Ferluga Petronio (Udine 1999), 165–176; P. Knezović, ‘Hrvatski latinisti 18. i 19. stol-
jeća’ [Croatian Latinists in the 18th and 19th centuries], in Introduzione allo studio, ed. Ferluga Petronio, 
177–189; B. Glavičić, ‘Latinism in Croatia: 13th–16th Century’, in Croatia in the Late Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance, ed. E. Hercigonja (Zagreb 2008), 405–421; D. Novaković, ‘Croatian Latinism in the 
Seventeenth Century’, Croatia in the Baroque Period and the Age of Enlightenment, ed. I. Golub (Zagreb 
2015), 509–519; V. Vratović, ‘Latin Literature by Croatian Authors in the Eighteenth Century’, ibid., 
521–533; D. Novaković, ‘Latinsko pjesništvo hrvatskog humanizma’ [Latin poetry of Croatian human-
ism], in M. Tomasović and D. Novaković, Judita Marka Marulića–Latinsko pjesništvo hrvatskoga human-
izma [ Judith by Marko Marulić–The Latin poetry of Croatian humanism] (Zagreb 1994), 53–116.

6 Leksikon hrvatskih pisaca [Lexicon of Croatian writers], ed. D. Fališevac et al. (Zagreb 2000).
7 D. Budiša, ‘Humanism in Croatia’, in Renaissance Humanism: Foundations, Forms and Legacy, vol. 2: 

Humanism beyond Italy, ed. A. Rabil, Jr. (Philadelphia 1988), 265–292; V. Gortan and V. Vratović, ‘The 
Basic Characteristics of Croatian Latinity’, Humanistica Lovaniensia 20 (1971), 37–67; M. B. Petrovich, 
‘Croatian Humanists and Writing of History in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries’, Slavic Review 
37 (1978), 624–639; Glavičić, ‘Latinisim in Croatia’; Novaković, ‘Croatian Latinism’; Vratović, ‘Latin 
Literature’.

8 J. IJsewijn, Companion to Neo-Latin Studies, vol. 1: History and Diffusion of Neo-Latin Literature (Leuven 
19902), 92–97.
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The Concept of Austrian Neo-Latin literature

The concept of the national Neo-Latin literature is, as I have tried to show, a well-defined 
notion and an established area of research in Croatia today. Writings in Latin are con-
sidered a mere linguistic alternative to the Early Modern vernacular literature within the 
framework of the (at least bilingual) national literature, on which the intense presence 
of Latinity attaches a special value in terms of its historical belonging to Western literary 
culture. Croatian Neo-Latin authors have inspired a clear feeling of national pride in the 
last few decades, which has only corroborated the national concept of that literature.

The national frame of a Neo-Latin literature, however, works differently in other 
modern nations. Let us take the example of Austria. The counterpart of ‘Croatian Neo-
Latin Literature’ should be ‘Austrian Neo-Latin literature’. Yet, it seems that the latter is 
not as clear a concept or at least not as widely used as the concept of Croatian Neo-Latin 
literature. If we take a look at the first volume of IJsewijn’s Companion, we will not be 
able to find a separate chapter on Austrian Neo-Latin literature. The authors coming 
from Austria are included in the chapter titled ‘The German World’.9 Although it is true 
that there is no separate chapter on Croatian Neo-Latin literature in the Companion and 
that the Croats are presented as part of the larger ‘Southern Slavs  : Bulgaria and Yugo-
slavia’ group, it has to be admitted that they are treated separately from other Southern 
Slavic Neo-Latin literatures. The Austrians do not even get that sort of special treatment.

In fact, the word ‘Austria(n)’, according to the indexes in the first volume of the Com-
panion, appears only nine times, sporadically and mostly in reference to individual au-
thors.10 It is also mentioned as an influence region for Southern Slavic humanisms, such 
as Slovenian.11 The rest of the times when Austria is mentioned, it has to do with the 
secondary sources IJsewijn quotes, within what he calls ‘German regions’.12

IJsewijn was, of course, well aware of the relativity of ethnic denominations in Early 
Modern Europe and their inappropriateness when talking about European literatures of 
the period, quoting a well-known case, that of Janus Pannonius, the famous humanist 
poet claimed by Hungarians, Croats and Germans alike.13 Moreover, the Belgian scholar 
does not seem to be entirely happy with the concept of the ‘German world’ he himself 
chose to use for the Neo-Latin literatures on the territories of the German Empire, and 

 9 IJsewijn, Companion, 177–205.
10 For Sigismund von Herberstein, see IJsewijn, Companion, 30; for Nicolaus Avancini, Simon Retten-

pacher, Michael Denis, see ibid., 183; for Rettenpacher and Otto Aicher, see ibid., 186.
11 IJsewijn, Companion, 91.
12 IJsewijn, Companion, 197: ‘Regional and Local History: Austria (Österreich)’ and ibid. 202: ‘Theatre: 

Local Studies – Austria’.
13 IJsewijn, Companion, 178.
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later under the Prussian and Austrian regimes, which included mainly areas populated 
by Slavs, Hungarians, Rumanians, the Baltic peoples and other ethnic groups.14 I agree 
with that, but the fact remains, and that is my point here, that Austrians (an established 
nation at the time IJsewijn wrote his Companion) did not get a separate treatment as did, 
for example, Albanians (unlike Austrians, quite insignificant for the history of Neo-
Latin literature, but treated separately from other Balkan countries). One might claim 
that IJsewijn’s criterion was (however methodologically inappropriate when speaking of 
Latin literature) that of national languages, separating Czech and Slovak, or Croatian 
and Slovenian Neo-Latin literatures, while gathering all the German-speaking authors 
into ‘the German world’ group. But Switzerland and Lichtenstein got a separate chapter, 
as did the USA and Canada.

The things did not change for Austria even in the Companion’s so-to-say sequel, Brill’s 
Encyclopaedia of Neo-Latin World (2014). Again, there is no article on Austrian Neo-
Latin literature, although there are articles on various surrounding national literatures 
(Hungary, Slovakia, Bohemia, sometimes with separate entries for different centuries). 
Austria was once more included into the German world.15 Moreover, it is rarely men-
tioned, whether as Austria or ‘Habsburg lands’. The University of Vienna is only alluded 
to as giving initiative to humanistic lectures in the mid-fifteenth century, and the Court 
of Vienna in relation to court poetry, as a Catholic centre in which occasional and court 
poetry flourished (unlike in the rest of German lands).16

In the most recent manual on Neo-Latin literature, The Oxford Handbook of Neo-
Latin (2015), the editors decided to classify Neo-Latin literature according to nations 
as well as zones (‘France’, ‘Scandinavia’), larger or smaller (‘Iberian Peninsula’, ‘Asia’), 
linguistically and culturally coherent or diverse. Such an approach resulted in Austrian 
Neo-Latin literature being once again included into the German speaking regions and 
Croatian Neo-Latin literature into the broadly imagined East-Central Europe.17

The example of Austrian Neo-Latin literature, compared to Croatian, shows a huge 
imbalance in the perception of different (national) Neo-Latin literatures. On the one 

14 IJsewijn, Companion, 177. See also ‘Preliminary problems’, 39–41.
15 N. Thurn, ‘Neo-Latin Literature – The German Regions’, in Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World, 

1077–1080.
16 Thurn, ‘Neo-Latin Literature – The German Regions’, 1078–9. Not only geographical, but also chron-

ological lacunae can be identified in Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World. There is, for example, 
the article ‘Neo-Latin Literature – Italy: The Quattrocento’ (Craig Callendorf, 1087–1089), followed 
by ‘Neo-Latin Literature – Italy: The Cinquecento’ (Fantazzi, 1089–1091), and then comes ‘Neo-Latin 
Literature – Italy: Fascism (1922–1943)’ (H. Lamers, B. L. Reitz-Joosse, D. Sacre, 1091–1096), skipping 
the centuries in between.

17 R. Seidel, ‘The German-Speaking Countries’, in The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Latin, ed. S. Knight and S. 
Tilg (Oxford 2015), 445–460; C. Neagu, ‘East-Central Europe’, ibid., 509–524.
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hand, there is no clearly defined Austrian or even Habsburg-lands Neo-Latin literature  : 
what today is a nation, and once was a political unit, a centrally ruled multi-ethnic mon-
archy, is not considered a whole in the Neo-Latin world. On the other hand, there is the 
case of Croatia  : although it is a political unit today, that was not the case in most of the 
centuries of flourishing Latinism. With the exception of the independent Ragusan Re-
public (Dubrovnik), its territory in the Early Modern Period was divided between Vene-
tian rule (Dalmatia, since 1420) and the Habsburg crown (the north and the Northern 
Adriatic, since 1527), being subject to their respective cultural influences. Large parts 
of Croatian lands were under the Ottoman rule, thus generally excluded from Western 
scholarship and humanistic influences.

On a political level, there existed a certain cooperation between Croatia’s continental 
and coastal nobility and Dalmatian urban centres, especially in the pre-Habsburg period. 
The Ottoman threat, common both to Dalmatia and Northern Croatian lands, created 
a need for a new pragmatic genre, orationes contra Turcos, practised by continental hu-
manists (Bernardin Frankapan, Oratio pro Croatia, 1522) and Dalmatians alike (Marko 
Marulić’s letter to Pope Hadrian VI de calamitatibus occurrentibus et exhortatio ad com-
munem omnium Christianorum unionem et pacem, 1522). A certain thematic unity and 
interest in building a common Croatian or Illyrian identity is noticeable in historiogra-
phy (Marulić, Mrnavić, Rattkay, Ritter Vitezović). In Neo-Latin poetry, there are cases 
of politically engaged writing on the subjects from ‘the other side’, especially in the years 
of the decline of the Turkish power, such as political epyllia by Dalmatian authors on the 
second Ottoman siege of Vienna (1683) or other Austrian victories over Turks.18

Still, beyond a thematic level, one can observe that poetry in Croatian lands, both 
Latin and vernacular, tended to demonstrate different generic and stylistic repertoires 
in Dalmatia and on the continent as a result of the social differences between the South 
and the North of Croatia, as well as the impact of different zones of cultural influence. 
The main cultural reference point for Dalmatian authors was Italy, and for continental 
authors such points were feudal courts and urban centres in the Habsburg lands. 

18 Cf. carmen by Antun Matijašević Caramaneo (1658–1721) from the island of Vis on the liberation of 
Buda, In Budae a Turcarum tyrannide libertatem assertore invictissimo Leopoldo Romanorum impera-
tore semper augusto carmen (Padua 1686); De Vienna Turcarum obsidione liberata carmen by Matej Jelić 
Dražoević from Omiš (Matteo Gelich, 1636–1721) or the epyllion to Prince Eugene of Savoy by the Ra-
gusan poet I. Đurđević (Augustissimo caesari Carolo Austriaco hujus nominis sexto […] ductu […] principis 
Eugenij a Sabaudia […] triumphatori […] expugnatori […] epinicium quatuor libris comprehensum canit et 
consecrat D. Ignatius Georgius Ragusinus abbas Melitensis (after 1717).
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South vs. North in the Renaissance period

The sociological differences between the Northern and Southern Croatian type of Latin 
Renaissance Humanism have already been spotted and defined.19 In the South, Renais-
sance Humanism flourished in the rich coastal towns and among educated citizens 
(‘communal humanism’), whereas in the North it depended on the feudal institutions 
(‘courtly humanism’).

Dalmatian vernacular literature was under the constant influence of Italy and what 
was new on the Italian literary stage soon was transported to the eastern side of the 
Adriatic. Literature in Dalmatia, in all of its languages (Croatian, Italian, Latin), passed 
through the period of emancipation from medieval literary communication forms and 
literary genres, renewing its generic repertoire in the Renaissance. That was not the case 
in the North, where literary communication remained predominantly connected to so-
cial rituals, courtly or religious. In sixteenth-century Dalmatia, apart from humanistic 
Latin writing, which flourished in wealthy coastal cities, a variety of genres of classical 
and Italian origin (short lyric poem, idyll, pastoral, epic, comedy, tragedy) formed a 
substantial body of literature in the Croatian language. In the North, advanced literary 
communication was mainly in Latin, depending on feudal courts, often outside the bor-
ders of the present-day Croatia (e.g. royal and archiepiscopal courts in Hungary). While 
(Latin) Humanism did exist in Northern Croatia, there was no (vernacular) Renais-
sance  : the revival or classical intellectual legacy was limited to the Latin world and did 
not pass into the sphere of vernacular literary communication. The North only started 
to ‘catch up’ with the South in the late eighteenth century and did not do it properly 
until the nineteenth-century Romanticism.

The Declining Period: The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries

The cultural differences between the Northern and Southern Croatian lands in the Re-
naissance period presented above continued in the next two centuries. And it is not 
only vernacular literature that took its own course in the South and in the North of 
Croatia. A different social status literature had in the respective zones was also reflected 
in the generic and stylistic repertoire of Neo-Latin writings in the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries. Those are the centuries in which the Latin language generally 
started to lose its primacy and the intellectual prestige it once had had, especially in 
non-Catholic European regions (England), or those which by that time had already had 

19 D. Novaković, ‘Latinsko pjesništvo’, 61–62.
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a rich vernacular literary production and lived in a ‘golden age’ of vernacular literature 
(Spain, France), or both. Nevertheless, in the regions where the educational system was 
controlled by Jesuits, Latin remained an important school subject and a literary me-
dium. That was the case, for example, in Dubrovnik, where Neo-Latin literature was 
produced with the same zeal deep into the nineteenth century, as well as in the parts 
of Croatia which gravitated towards Central European, mainly Austrian intellectual 
centres (Graz, Vienna).

Both the Croatian North and South continued writing literature in Latin, but with 
a difference which has often been neglected and which I would like to point out here  : 
the difference in the degree to which Latin literature is disposed to accept what in ver-
nacular literatures is called baroque. During my research on the seventeenth- and early 
eighteenth-century Croatian Neo-Latin poetry I noted that there was a significant dif-
ference in the usage of the non-classical genre of pattern poetry between the Southern 
(Dalmatian, Mediterranean) and the Northern (Central European) Neo-Latin poetry 
of Croatian authors from the 1650s to the 1720s. Whereas in Dalmatia the dominant 
stylistic and generic option follows ‘classical’ Latin poetry, in Northern Croatia the au-
thors lean towards a more ‘baroque’ style (concetto, complex metaphors, apostrophe, ex-
uberant enumerations) and pattern poems in the broadest sense, especially in occasional 
and religious poetry.

The Repertoire and the Main Northern Croatian Representatives of Pattern Poetry

Despite large amounts of verses that can be defined as pattern poetry in the North of 
Croatia, there are surprisingly few authors who wrote them. The vast majority of the 
pattern poetry we know of was written by two poets  : the historian and polymath Pavao 
Ritter Vitezović (Paulus Eques  ; 1652–1713) and the Pauline monk Ladislaus Simandi 
(1655–1715). Besides these two, there are authors who probably should not be consid-
ered minor given the numerous and ambitious titles of works they authored, but some-
times their work is not preserved and we only know the titles of their works.

Such is the case of the Jesuit Ivan Despotović the Elder (1638–1711), professor of 
rhetoric, philosophy, theology and aesthetics and rector of Jesuit colleges in Zagreb, 
Graz and Trnava, possibly even a teacher of the young Ritter in the mid-1660s. Nine 
works, all of an occasional nature and related to Jesuit academic life, were published un-
der his name, and some of them suggest the extensive use of pattern or ‘cross-media’ po-
etry, such as Hecatombe votiva magni Viennensium flaminis inaugurationi erecta (Vienna 
1685), Apparatus emblematicus sacrae celebritatis (Vienna 1671), C coronaria et grandis 
litera (Graz 1673) or Chronographica pro singulis anni diebus (Trnava s.a.). Hecatombe 
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votiva contains a hundred anagrams  ;20 Apparatus emblematicus is a luxurious edition of 
emblems honouring the canonization of the Jesuit Francis Borgia IV;21 C coronaria et 
grandis litera must be a collection of a hundred epigrams (inscriptions) in honour of the 
founder of the University of Graz, Charles II of Austria (1540–1590).22 Cronographica 
pro singulis anni diebus, according to the title, is a series of chronograms for each day of 
the year.

Besides academic authors like Despotović, there are a number of minor authors of 
whom we know that they wrote one or two pattern poems. They are usually not literary 
or academic professionals, but composed poems as a pastime or as a sign of friendship. 
One such author was Martin Brigljević (sixteenth century), who in 1559 authored an 
alphabetic poem on St Paul the Hermit, each of its verses beginning with the letter P. 
Lieutenant Colonel Adam Sigismund Domjanić (c. 1660–1717) wrote a few epistles to 
his friend Pavao Ritter Vitezović, one of them containing tautogrammatic verses, differ-
ent rhyme patterns and a concetto.23 One of the most complex combinatorial artifices, a 
chronosticon, a complex cabalistic calculation based on numeric values of letters, a para-
text of Rattkay’s Memoria regum et banorum regnorum Dalmatiae, Croatiae et Sclavoniae 
(Vienna 1652), was composed by a Petrus Baxai (Petar Bažaj  ?), otherwise unknown.

The majority of the pattern poetry verses in our corpus were composed by Pavao Rit-
ter Vitezović. The repertoire of his pattern poems is ample. It includes simpler artifices 
such as acrostics, mesostics and telestics, in various combinations, and versus cancellati, 
where letters are ‘cancelled out’ of the text and form a shape (a cross, a circle). Many of 
his verses contain chronostics, and in many poems it is the main constructive element, 
often combined with rhymed quantitative verses (Figure 1). Ritter’s logodaedalia also 
includes the figure of echo, elegiacs with Leonine rhyme, alphabet poems and rebuses 
(Figure 2). The most numerous artificium in Ritter’s oeuvre are his anagrams, about a 
thousand of them. The majority of them were published in the monumental two-vol-
ume edition Fata et vota, sive opera anagrammaton (Vienna 1699). The number of Rit-
ter’s artificial verses can be estimated at around 6000. 

20 A copy in ÖNB 220152-C, available as a scan. It was published in 1685 and not in 1686 as is usually 
claimed.

21 ÖNB 74.G.72, available as a scan.
22 It is preserved in Steiermärkische Landesbibliothek (60856 I).
23 Equitis Pauli Ritter Otia metrica curis exularibus surrepta, National and University Library, Zagreb, Man-

uscripts and old books colection, R3460, f. 69. Cf. transcript in V. Moretti, ‘Jezik i stil latinskih pjesničkih 
poslanica Pavla Rittera Vitezovića’ [The language and style of the Latin verse epistles of Pavao Ritter 
Vitezović], PhD Dissertation (Zagreb 2014), available at <http://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/684430.Jezik_i_
stil_latinskih_pjesnikih_poslanica_P._R._Vitezovia_disertacija_sve.pdf>.
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The next great author of pattern poetry is Ladislaus Simandi, a Pauline who published 
an ambitious booklet of Latin pattern poems titled Corvi albi heremitici nova musa incon-
cinna, dedicated entirely to the patron saint of the order, St Paul of Thebes. It was finished 
in 1712 and published the same year in the Polish town of Częstochowa, in the printing 
house of the Pauline monastery in Jasna Góra.24 The booklet was to serve as a source to the 
novices of the order and has a didactic role, apart from a laudatory and theological func-
tion.25 In its 68 pages Nova musa contains 34 technopaegnia, all about St Paul of Thebes.26

The repertoire of combinatorial artifices which Nova musa inconcinna comprises is 
stunning. The collection opens with simpler forms  : an anagram (1–3  ; 5–10), then an 
acrostic in which every word in single elegiac couplets begins with the same letter (a 
sort of ‘horizontal acrostic’, 7–14), then an anagram combined with the declension of 
the permutated phrase (15–16). A hologram follows (a mesostic, 17), then aequivoca-
tio (a figure of traductio, the usage of homophone words with different meanings, usu-
ally in the rhyming positions, 18–19), then a cube similar to the famous Sator square 
with permutations on the word level (20), then aenigma cum logogrypho (a riddle with a 
key, 21–22), versus concordantes (two verses sharing syllables, 23–24), Leonine-rhymed 
elegiac couplets (25–26), paralepton (or versus columnares, which give opposite mean-
ings when read in different directions, 27–28)  ; an echo (30)  ; a lipogram (here a poem 
without the letter ‘R’, 31–34). Carmen centaurium cum duplicata cadentia seems to be 
‘merely’ a poem with Leonine rhyme in four consecutive verses (35–38). In the acrosticon 
aequilibre letters form a cross (39) or five columns (40). Then there is a carmen cancel-
latum with a cross in the middle and a syllabic acrostic/telestic (41–42, Figure 3), fol-
lowed by lipogrammatic chronostics which omit the letters M, D, C, L and X (43–47). 
Then follow three visual poems  : a circle (48), a star (49), a clock (in which the letters of 
Roman numbers are incorporated in the circular text) (50, Figure 4). A cubus (51) and a 

24 Full title: Corvi albi eremitici nova musa inconcinna, quae in deserto coenobitico sacrae Paulinae religionis 
proto-eremiticae studio, ac labore R. P. F. Ladislai Simandi, eiusdem ordinis provinciae Croaticae presbyteri, 
variis distenta figuris artificiosis, in laudem & gloriam Summi Patriarchae Nostri, sancti patris Pauli Primi 
Eremitae, ligatis versibus concinnatur. Anno Salutis, M. DCC. XII. Typis Clari Montis Częnstohoviensis. 
István Kilián, claims that 1719 is the real year of the first edition. Cf. Kilián, ‘Die Visuelle Poesie des 
Paulinermönchs László Simandi (1719)’, in Der Paulinerorden: Geschichte–Geist–Kultur, ed. G. Sarbak 
(Budapest 2010), 359–393, at 366.

25 ‘Itaque […] pro idea tyronibus posui opus hoc carminicum, varijs artificijs excogitabilibus concinnatum 
[…] pro tyronibus poëseos, in persona CORVI ALBI concinnui’, Nova musa inconcinna, 4.

26 Kilián, ‘Die Visuelle Poesie’, 359–393; I. Kilián, A régi magyar képvers – Old Hungarian Pattern Poetry 
(Miskolc 1998); S. Lukacs, ‘Zu den Anfängen der kroatischen visualen Dichtung: Ladislaus Simandi 
(1655–1715)’, Studia Slavica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 49:3–4 (2004), 305–313; S. Lukač, 
‘Začetnik hrvatske vizualne poezije Ladislaus Simandi’ [Ladislaus Simandi, the first author of Croatian 
visual poetry], Republika 3 (2004), 56–61.
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version of the Sator square (52) come next, followed by a combinatorial and mathemati-
cal artifice based on the so-called Josephus problem (53–56).27 The rebus (hyeroglificum 
[sic  !], sc. carmen57) is visually attractive, but the two following artifices are linguistic 
and combinatorial masterpieces. One of them (58) is simultaneously a bilingual poem, 
written both in Croatian and Latin (with explicatory notes for easier understanding),28 
and the other one (60) a carmen cancrinum which can be read in Latin and Croatian, if 
read backwards. Another, exclusively Latin carmen cancrinum (61) and an artificium 
alphabeticum (62) give way to a macrolocon (63) in which both the hexameter and the 
pentameter consist of only two words. Then there is a verse composed of vowels only 
(64), another carmen caballisticum (65–66) and a couplet inscribed in two wheels (67). 
The final chronogrammatic epitaph to St Paul of Thebes concludes the book. Simandi is 
beyond any doubt the greatest author of pattern poetry among Croats.

And what about Dalmatia  ? Pattern poetry and the baroque style in Latin poetry 
are, of course, not phenomena reserved for the Northern Croatian authors. There is 
a manuscript collection of emblems by the Ragusan noble and politician Franciscus 
Gondola (1587–1629), mainly on the New Testament topics. The polymath Antun 
Matijašević Caramaneo from the island of Vis (Matthiasaevius Caramanaeus Issaeus, 
1658–1721) composed an elegy on the letter R, in which meaning fluctuates constantly 
between the literal and metalinguistic level. Technopaegnia sensu stricto are rare in the 
seventeenth-century Dalmatia, but some exist  : Vicko Zmajević (Vincentius Zmaievich, 
1670–1745) wrote a short acro-telestic to praise the Venetian captain Antonio Zeno 
(Musarum Chorus, Rome 1694). Still, in terms of quantity, pattern poetry in the North 
exceeds by far the one in Dalmatia.

North and South: Baroque and Pattern poetry

There is an interesting contemporary parallel which might help us better understand 
the special attraction of Northern Croatian areas to pattern poetry. It was noted and 
defined by Zoran Kravar on the corpus of Croatian vernacular baroque poetry.29 The 

27 G. Stepanić, ‘Josipov problem u latinskoj kombinatoričkoj poeziji Ladislava Simandija (1655–1715)’ 
[The Josephus problem in the Latin combinatoric poetry of Ladislaus Simandi (1655–1715)], Lucida 
intervalla (2014), 195–206.

28 ‘Una eademque cantilena more apostolico variis linguis loquitur, Latino scilicet et Croatico idiomate, 
unde probat se esse natura Croatam et arte Latinum’. This is the only one, but clear, declaration of the 
author’s ethnicity.

29 Z. Kravar, ‘Varijante hrvatskog književnog baroka’ [Variants of Croatian literary baroque], in Nakon go-
dine MDC [After the year MDC] (Zagreb 1993), 46.
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author argues that although the baroque style was present, in variable degree, through-
out the whole of the territory of what today is Croatia, the generic repertoire of baroque 
verses was very different between the zones. In Dalmatia, in wealthy post-Renaissance 
urban centres the role of poetry was mainly aesthetic and the genres the poets used were 
of classical origin, whereas in Slavonia, Central Croatia and the ‘Ozalj circle’ literature 
served pragmatic purposes (didactic, religious).

The baroque style was a style which was attractive, easy to imitate and which pen-
etrated different genres and languages, existing both in ‘high’ and ‘low’ literature. 
Whereas the literatures which had their Renaissance later ‘moved on’ from the baroque 
style and embraced classicism, in Central Europe (especially in its Catholic areas), where 
there was no proper vernacular Renaissance, the baroque as style remained attractive for 
popular literature as late as the mid-eighteenth century.

There was a parallel process in the life and development of Early Modern pattern 
poetry  : just as the baroque style, it could have been performed in different languages, 
societies, religions and religious confessions,30 and it seems that it tended to be espe-
cially attractive and long-lasting in the areas which had ‘slept through the Renaissance’ 
and continued practising the medieval, pragmatic, socially conditioned types of literary 
communication in the baroque period. Pattern poetry lived, above all, in religious po-
etry and in occasional poetry praising feudal patrons, and these often overlapped. Also, 
it could have been anonymous, a characteristic which can be seen as a sign of a domi-
nantly pragmatic literature.

Although the basis of all Neo-Latin literature is the same, and all Neo-Latin writ-
ers read the same classics to learn good Latin, it was the society that made them prefer 
certain genres or styles and embrace (in cases considered here) the popular mannerist 
pattern poetry as a dignified means of writing.

Croatian Neo-Latin Literature as Seen from the Northern Angle

The corpus of Croatian Neo-Latin literature includes authors from different geograph-
ical and political zones, heterogeneous societies and cultural circles. Those differences 
can be perceived, as I have shown, in the generic and stylistic repertoire of the seven-
teenth- and early eighteenth-century Latin poets. Today we speak of Croatian Neo-
Latin literature as a whole and tend to claim that it consisted of the well-developed Dal-
matian literature and somewhat inferior continental literature. But, in terms of cultural 

30 Cf. a labyrinth in Serbian: J. Todorović, An Orthodox Festival Book in the Habsburg Empire: Zaharija 
Orfelin’s Festive Greeting to Mojsej Putnik (1757) (Aldershot 2006).
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history and communication, those two zones had little to do with each other until the 
nineteenth century.

The poetic differences between the two regions led us to re-examine the well-estab-
lished concept of Croatian Neo-Latin literature as a pre-defined corpus and interpreta-
tive framework, and think of a possible different approach, in which the boundaries of 
an imagined relevant body of texts would not be national, but regional or zonal, as was 
done in the monograph Tyrolis Latina (2012) on the history of Tyrolean Neo-Latin 
literature.31

Just the same, Northern Croatian Neo-Latin literature should, in my opinion, be con-
sidered part of a corpus we call Croatian Neo-Latin literature, but it should be seen and 
judged in terms of the social and poetic standards of its zone of influence  : the Habsburg 
Monarchy, Central Europe, southern German lands, Hungarian lands, or however we 
might define the cultural area Northern Croatia was part of. In consequence, its Neo-
Latin literature should be measured by the literary standards in the same zone and not 
by the standards of Dalmatian or Italian literature. By that criterion, the Croatian North 
kept up with what was going on in the literary world of the time (and space), just as the 
Dalmatian authors did.

 

31 Tyrolis Latina: Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur in Tirol, 2 vols., ed. M. Korenjak et al. (Vienna 2012), 
1:10.
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Fig. 1: Chronogram in rhymed hexameters. (P. Ritter Vitezović, Sacer chorus, sive applausus metricus a 
Phoebo et Musis celebrates [1682], detail. National and University Library in Zagreb, Manuscripts and Old 
Books Collection, Otia metrica, R 3461, fol. 20r; printed with permission.)

Fig. 2: Rebus dedicated to Bishop Leopold Karl von Kolonich. (P. Ritter Vitezović, Nova equestris imago 
[1682], detail. National and University Library in Zagreb, Manuscripts and Old Books Collection, Otia 
metrica, R 3461, fol. 63v; printed with permission.)
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Fig. 3: Cross-shaped carmen cancellatum with syllabic acrostics and telestics (L. Simandi, Corvi albi here-
mitici Nova musa inconcinna [1712], 42. The library of the Franciscan monastery in Kloštar Ivanić; printed 
with permission.)
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Fig. 4: Clock-shaped pattern poem with chronogrammatic hexameters. (L. Simandi, Corvi albi heremitici 
Nova musa inconcinna [1712], 50. The library of the Franciscan monastery in Kloštar Ivanić; printed with 
permission.)
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